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A space X is said to be countably tight if, for each A c X and each point x in the closure of A, 
there is a countable subset B of A such that x is in the closure of B. We show that the statement, 
“every separable, compact, hereditarily normal space is countably tight” is independent of the 
usual axioms of set theory, and show that it is equivalent to “no version of yN is hereditarily 
normal”, where yN is a familiar type of space due to Franklin and Rajagopalan, and a number 
of other statements. We derive some consequences from the fact that PFA implies this statement, 
including the consistency of “every countably compact, hereditarily normal space is sequentially 
compact”. 
Keywords: Compact, countably compact, countably tight, hereditarily normal ( Ts), yN, free 
sequence, club filter, Moore space. 
In the wake of our recent advances in understanding countable tightness in 
countably compact spaces [5] it is natural to look for similar theorems about 
hereditarily normal (designated T5 for the rest of the paper) spaces. (“Normal” 
includes T, , hence Hausdorff and regular.) Compare Statements A, B, and C below 
with the numbered statements following them. 
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Statement A. Every compact space of countable tightness is sequential. 
Statement 1. Every compact Ts space is sequentially compact. 
Statement B. Every separable, normal, countably tight, countably compact space is 
compact. 
Statement 2. Every separable, Ts, countably compact space is compact. 
Statement C. Every countably compact regular space of character <c is either 
compact or contains a copy of w, . 
Statement 3. Every countably compact T, space is either compact or contains a 
copy of w, . 
All six statements are known to be false under 0. Ostaszewski’s space [25; 28, 
p. 3.51 or its one-point compactification witness this for all except Statement 1, and 
Fedorchuk’s space [ 1 l] witnesses it for that. Also, except perhaps for Statements 
A, C, and 1, the statements are incompatible with CH, as witnessed by a countably 
compact HFD due to Hajnal and Juh&z [15]. In contrast, the lettered statements 
are known to be true under the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA) and also to be 
equiconsistent with ZFC [4,5,23]. 
At the time the first version of this paper was accepted, it was still not known 
whether any of the numbered statements are consistent. Now we know that State- 
ments 1 and 2 hold under PFA, and hence so does the strengthening of Statement 
1 resulting by weakening “compact” to “countably compact”. The key to this advance 
in our knowledge is the result, shown independently by Zoltan Szentmikl6ssy and 
Boban VeliEkoviC, that (iv) of the following theorem holds under PFA. In particular, 
VeliEkoviC showed that (iv) follows from the Open Coloring Axiom (OCA), a 
consequence of PFA. 
Reduction Theorem. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Every separable, Ts, compact space is countably tight. 
(ii) Every free sequence (see Definition 1.1 below) in a separable, T5, countably 
compact space is countable. 
(iii) A separable, T,, countably compact space cannot contain w,. 
(iv) No version of yN is T, . 
Here yN is the generic symbol for a locally compact Hausdorff space X with a 
countable dense set of isolated points, identified with the set N of positive integers, 
such that X\N is homeomorphic to w,. The reason for the generic symbol is that 
there is a simple recipe for constructing all yN, given in Section 1, along with a 
proof that Statements 1 and 2 follow from the fact that the statements of the 
Reduction Theorem hold under PFA. 
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In Section 2 we give additional information on yN which considerably simplifies 
the problem of whether a given version is Ts. The Reduction Theorem will be shown 
in Section 3. 
For a long time it was an unsolved problem whether the statements in the 
Reduction Theorem simply followed from ZFC, cf. [22]. In Section 4 we show that 
the answer is negative by constructing a T5 yN under a simple and heretofore 
little-utilized set-theoretic axiom. 
Axiom 1. The club jilter on w, has a base of cardinality ip. 
For definitions, see Section 1. This axiom is quite demanding (for instance, it 
implies c 3 K3, whereas PFA implies c = NJ. The cardinal p is as in [32] and figures 
in a fifth equivalent statement for the reduction theorem: 
(v) A separable Ts space of character <p cannot contain a copy of w, . 
This and several related statements will be shown equivalent with the other four 
in Sections 5 and 6 (in some cases, with the added assumption p> w,). Some of 
these lead naturally to some other theorems and problems about separable Ts spaces 
which are not necessarily countably compact. 
Section 3 can be read independently of the others, except for the yN recipe in 
Section 1. The other sections build on one another, but Sections 5 and 6 only make 
a few short references to earlier sections. 
I am indebted to the referee for a number of simplifications and clarifications. 
1. Set-theoretic preliminaries 
It has long been known that the statements in the Reduction Theorem are true 
under 2No< 2”1. The following two well-known theorems of general topology show 
it for (i): 
Theorem A [ 191. If 2Ko< 2N~, then every separable T5 space is of countable spread, 
i.e., every discrete subspace is countable. 
Theorem B [2,29]. If X is a compact T, space, then the spread of X is not less than 
its tightness. 
Arkhangel’skii’s proof is instructive: he shows that in a compact T, space, the 
tightness is the supremum of the cardinalities of its free sequences. 
Definition 1.1. A free sequence in a space X is a transfinite sequence {x~ : 5 < y} such 
that, for all cr < -y, the closures in X of {xs : 5 < a} and {xc : 5 z a} are disjoint. 
For instance, a listing of the successor ordinals in w, + 1 is a free sequence there. 
Every free sequence is a discrete subspace, so (ii) and (iv) of the Reduction Theorem 
are also easily seen to follow from Theorem A. 
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Thanks to the Reduction Theorem, we can weaken our set-theoretic hypothesis 
a bit: rather than 2”~) < 2”1, it is enough to assume q = w, to get the statements to hold. 
Definition 1.2. A Q-set is a separable metric space in which every subspace is a Ga. 
We use the notation: 
q = min{K: there are no Q-sets of cardinality 3~). 
Many hypotheses are known to be equivalent to q > w,, including the existence 
of a separable nonmetrizable normal Moore space [16, 171. In any yN, the union 
of the subspace of isolated points with the subspace corresponding to the successor 
ordinals is a Moore space [Lemma 2.61, hence (iv) of the Reduction Theorem 
follows from q = w,. 
To show the independence of the statements in the Reduction Theorem, we will 
use Axiom 1 or, more precisely, the following weakening: 
Axiom 2. p> w,, and the clubjlter on w, has a base of cardinality <b. 
Recall that a subset of w, is called a club if it is closed and unbounded, and that 
the intersection of countably many club subsets of W, is also a club subset. The club 
jilter is the filter on w, whose base is the collection of all club subsets. The cardinal 
number p is usually defined to be the least cardinal K for which there is a ~-element 
base 9 for a filter of infinite subsets of N for which there is no infinite A C" B for 
all BE 9% (We let A C* B stand for “A\B is finite”, while A c* B will mean 
“A G * B, and B\A is infinite”.) Also, p can be characterized [ 171 as the least cardinal 
number K for which MA, for a-centered posets fails. In particular, Martin’s axiom 
(MA) implies p = c. A classic theorem of Rothberger [27], rediscovered by Silver 
[28, p. 201 is that p c q. 
The standard definition of b [32, Section 31 is that it is the least cardinality of a 
family of functions from N to N which is unbounded with respect to the eventual 
domination order <*, where f <* g means that there exists k E N such that f (i) < g(i) 
for i 2 k. Rothberger also showed p s b [32, 3.11. 
As is well known, the cardinality of any base for the club filter is zK,, and b < c, 
so Axiom 1 implies Axiom 2, which in turn implies c > K,. It is possible to construct 
a model of Axiom 1 by beginning with a model of GCH, where the club filter has 
cardinality K,, and using ccc forcing to arrive at a model of MA + c 2 K3. The reason 
such a model satisfies Axiom 1 is that every club subset of w, in the extension 
contains a club subset in the ground model [20, Ch. VII, Exercise Hl; 30, Ch. III, 
Theorem 1.81. 
It is also easy to construct models of Axiom 2 where Axiom 1 fails. For instance, 
one can begin with a model of GCH, raise 2*2 to exceed wj by using o,-closed 
forcing (which does not add subsets of w or of w,), then iterate ccc forcing wj times 
to get a model of 2” = 2”1= wj and p > w, with a <*-cofinal family (f, : 5 < w3) of 
functions from N to N such that ,& <*f? whenever 5 < n. In this model, b = wj, and 
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Axiom 2 holds for much the same reason Axiom 1 held above, but Axiom 1 does 
not hold since 2<p = c, and in fact it is elementary to show 2’ q = c in any model, so 
this model satisfies p = q = K2. 
Topological applications of MA where c must exceed K2 are rare; the author is 
unaware of any previously published example. This is not to say that the indepen- 
dence of the statements in the Reduction Theorem requires it. In fact, Boban 
VeliEkoviC and L. Soukup have recently constructed models of MA + c = Kz in which 
the statements also hold, but their proofs are entirely different and require more 
knowledge of forcing than the one given below. In fact, we have already given all 
the forcing arguments we will need. 
Theorem 1.3. Each of the following statements holds under PFA. 
(1) Every free sequence in a separable, countably compact T5 space is countable. 
[(ii) of the Reduction Theorem.] 
(2) Every separable, countably compact Ts space is compact. [Statement 2 of the 
Introduction.] 
(3) Every countably compact T, space is sequentially compact. 
(4) Every compact Ti space is sequentially compact. [Statement 1 of the 
Introduction.] 
Proof. Under PFA, the following statement holds [5]: 
Statement D. Every regular space is either a-realcompact or contains an uncountable 
free sequence. 
Now every a-realcompact, countably compact space is compact [9], so (1) implies 
(2) under PFA, and (1) holds by the theorem of Szentmiklossy and Velickovic. 
(2) in turn implies: 
Statement 4. Every separable, countably compact T5 space is of cardinality SC. 
This implication holds in ZFC, and uses a standard “centrifugal saturation” 
argument: using AC, attach one limit point to each countably infinite subset of the 
countable dense set D = Do, calling the resulting subspace D, , and then continue 
this process transfinitely, taking unions at limit ordinals. If cr is countable, then 
ID,Icc, and it is easy to see that U{O~~.: (Y < w,} is countably compact, hence 
compact by (2), and hence equals the entire space. Of course, it is of cardinality SC. 
Under MA, every compact Hausdorff space of cardinality ~2’ is sequentially 
compact [21], so (2) implies (3). 0 
Of course, (2) and (4) together imply (3) in ZFC because (2) implies the closure 
of the range of any sequence is compact. 
Problem 1. Is Statement D compatible with 2till<2”1? 
The [15] example cited above shows it to be incompatible with CH. If it is 
compatible with 2K(l<2CZl, then so are the statements in Theorem 1.3. As we have 
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already seen, (1) follows from 2 “0<2”1 and then Statement D would give us (2), 
and the rest of the argument would also go through; the application of MA is 
replaced by the fact that every compact Hausdorff space of cardinality <2”1 is 
sequentially compact; more generally, so is every compact Hausdorff space of 
cardinality <2’ [32]. 
Under PFA, we can go even further than Theorem 1.3, using Statement A, which 
holds under PFA [4]. Recall that a space is said to be Frechet-Urysohn if for every 
point x in the closure of a subset A, there is a sequence from A converging to x. 
The following theorem thus has the consequence that all limit points of a sequence 
have subsequences converging to them under the stated hypotheses. 
Theorem 1.4 (PFA). In a countably compact T, space, every countable subset has 
compact, Frkchet- Urysohn closure. 
Proof. Compactness follows from Theorem 1.3, which together with Statement A, 
implies the closure is sequential. Now, a compact sequential space has the property 
that every countably compact subset is compact [ 181. Every pseudocompact subset 
of a T5 space is countably compact [lo, 3.10.211. And if a countably compact space 
has the property that every pseudocompact subset is compact, then the space is 
Frtchet-Urysohn [34]. cl 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, along with the statements of the Reduction Theorem, add 
to a growing list of statements decided by PFA which MA+ CH is not strong 
enough to decide. It would be interesting to see whether CH is strong enough to 
decide them. 
Problem 2. Is Statement A compatible with q = w,? with 2No< 2K~‘? with CH? 
If the answer to any part of Problem 2 is Yes, then the weakening of Theorem 
1.4 with “compact” in place of “countably compact” would be compatible with the 
corresponding axiom, by arguments like those for Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Also, if 
there is a model of q = or where both Problem 1 and 2 have affirmative answers, 
then Theorem 1.4 would hold in such a model too. 
It would also be interesting to know whether the following is consistent. 
Statement 5. Every compact separable Ts space is of character <p. 
It is easy to see that every point with a local base of cardinality <p in the 
closure of a countable set A has a sequence from A converging to it. So Statement 
5 implies Statement 1. Also, if there is a model of PFA in which Statement 5 holds, 
then that model would also satisfy Statement 3, because if (xc: 5 < w,) is a free 
sequence in a countably compact noncompact Ts space (recall Statement D), then 
LJ {cl{x, : I$ < a}: a < w,} would be locally compact by Statement 2 and of character 
< p by Statement 5, and is clearly noncompact, and so by Statement C, which holds 
under PFA, it contains a copy of w, . 
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Statement 5 fails under 0: Fedorchuk’s space has no points of character <c at 
all. It also fails in any model of q > p since the one-point compactification of [28, (5), 
p. 21]= [31, Example G’] is separable and Ts, and its character equals the cardinality 
of the Q-set. Nothing else seems to be known about when Statement 5 does or does 
not hold. 
Now we give the promised recipe for constructing all spaces yN. 
We use a definition of N that makes it disjoint from w,, so that we will identify 
+_J\N with w,. The following recipe associates an w,-tower in N with a version of 
ylV in an essentially bijective manner. Here we use the term w,-tower to denote a 
c*-ascending sequence (A,,: a E OJ,) of infinite subsets of N. An easy “diagonal” 
argument shows @,-towers exist in ZFC. 
Given the w,-tower (A,: a E w,), let A_, = B. As a base for our topology on N u w,, 
wetakeallsetsoftheform{n}(n~P+J)and ~,(~,cu](~E~,~Ew,u{-~},(YEw,), 
where (p,(-u] means {y~w,:/3<yscu} and 
U,(P, aI= (P, alu (Au\A,)\{l, . . , ~1 
where{l,...,n}clV. 
It is easy to show by induction that U,(-1, o] is compact for each (Y and hence 
N u w, with this topology is locally compact. Since A,\A, is infinite whenever /3 < (Y, 
the points of w, are nonisolated, hence N is dense. Thus this gives a -yN. 
Conversely, given any -yPV and CY < w, , we can use regularity of yN and compactness 
of [0, (.y] to put [0, CY] and [a + 1, w,) into disjoint open sets U,, and V, respectively. 
Then U, (and also V,) will be closed as well, and we may as well assume U, 
is compact. Let A, = U, nN. Then it is routine to show that (A,: a E w,) is c*- 
ascending and that the topology imposed on Nu w, by the above recipe is the one 
we started out with. 
Since every point of yN has a compact, countable neighborhood, ytU is first 
countable and noncompact. 
In reading Sections 2 and 4, readers not interested in axiomatic finetuning can 
simply assume MA+ Axiom 1, reading “c” for “p” (because MA implies p= c) 
everywhere. There will be six different uses of MA-like axioms: the usual characteriz- 
ation of p; the existence of uncountable Q-sets; “Solovay’s lemma”; a normality 
criterion for Moore spaces (Theorem 2.8); a dominating function for “small” families 
of functions; and a separation property of subsets of N related to such a function 
(Lemma 2.2). 
2. Normality in subspaces of various ykd 
A remarkable property of yN is that the question of its hereditary normality 
reduces to the question of whether its separable Moore subspaces are normal. This 
in turn is equivalent to their submetrizability if p > w, . We establish these and further 
reductions below, and they will be threads that weave through the constructions in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
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Some specific construction is necessary, by the way: no axiom consistent with 
ZFC is strong enough to guarantee that all versions of yN are T5. To put it more 
simply: there is a ZFC contruction of a -yN that is not T5. In fact, Baumgartner and 
the author have independently constructed versions of yN in which the union of N 
with the successor ordinals is not normal and, moreover, is “barely pseudonormal”. 
Definition 2.1. A space X is pseudonormal if, given disjoint closed subsets F, and 
F2, one of which is countable, there are disjoint open sets U, and U, such that 
F, c U, for i = 1,2. A space is barely pseudonormal if it is pseudonormal, and no 
pair of disjoint closed uncountable subsets can be put into disjoint open sets as above. 
Lemma 2.2. Every subspace of yN is pseudonormal. 
Proof. If Y is a subspace of yN and B is a countable subset of Y, let B n w, c [0, a]. 
If B is closed in Y, then C = B u ( U,, n Y) is relatively clopen in Y, and is countable 
and metrizable. If A is closed in Y and disjoint from B, then there is a clopen in 
YsubsetDofCsuchthatBcDandAnD=@ 0 
The ZFC constructions mentioned above are still unpublished, but there are earlier 
and easier constructions if one assumes b > K,. This holds under MA and also under 
Axiom 2 since p s b [32,3.1]. 
The example below uses a different characterization of b from that given earlier. 
Definition 2.3. Sets A and B are almost disjoint if their intersection is finite. Given 
collections 3 and Ce of sets, we write 331% to mean every member of 93 is almost 
disjoint from every member of (e. We say 93 and E can be separated if there are 
disjoint sets D and E such that B c” D and C g * E for all B E 93 and C E %‘. An 
AD family is a collection of pairwise almost disjoint infinite sets. 
Example 2.4 (b> K,). Let 9 be a “Luzin gap”. By definition, this is an AD family 
of subsets of N such that I9]= K,, and such that no two uncountable subfamilies 
of 9 can be separated. See [32, 4.11 for the construction of a Luzin gap. 
The number b can be characterized [32, 3.31 as the least cardinality of a family 
3 of subsets of N for which there is a countable family Se of subsets of N such that 
93 I %, yet ?8 and % cannot be separated. So if b > K, , we can list 9 faithfully as 
(0, : a < 0,) and then inductively define A, c N such that A, is almost disjoint from 
D, if y 2 LY, and D, c* A,, and also A, c* A, if /3 < cy. Then the version of yN 
associated with (A,: a < w,) has the property that D, G* V for every neighborhood 
V of (Y + 1, and it is easy to verify that the subspace N u {cy + 1: (Y E w,} is barely 
pseudonormal. 
An earlier version of this paper asked whether b = K, is consistent with q > K,. 
This has been answered affirmatively by A. Miller (private communication). Thus 
b = H, is consistent with there being some version of yN in which the above subspace 
Nu{(~+l: ~EEw,} is normal. 
In Section 4, we will see how p> K, allows us to take any subset A of w, and to 
construct a version of yN such that N u A is normal. The hard part of Section 4, 
which calls for more than just p > K, or even than MA+ lCH, is doing it for all A 
simultaneously. It is eased somewhat by: 
Lemma 2.5. !fA is a stationary subset ofw,, then N u A is normal in any version of 
YN. 
Proof. Let Y = N u A. By Lemma 2.2 it is enough to show that, given two disjoint 
closed subsets of Y, one must be countable. But every uncountable subset of Y has 
a club subset of w, in its closure, and the intersection of two clubs is a club and 
therefore met by A. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If A is a nonstationary subset of w, , then N u A is a Moore space in any 
version of ykl. 
Proof. Let C be a club subset of w,, disjoint from A. The complement of C is 
topologically the direct sum of countable open intervals and is therefore metrizable. 
This direct sum decomposition can be further refined to a sequence of partitions 
P,, of w, - C into compact, relatively open sets, each one refining the one before, 
such that I_:_, P,, is a base for the relative topology. For each n EN let “II,, be a 
cover of N u (w , - C) by compact open sets such that {i} E 021, for all i c n, and each 
other member of qu, meets w, - C in a member of P’, and misses (1,. . . , n}. Now 
if CY E w, - C, and cy E U,, E 021,, then the U,, form a base at CY. It is thus easy to see 
that the Ou, form a development [13, Definition 1.31. Thus N u (w, - C) is a Moore 
space, and being a Moore space is a hereditary property. 0 
Being a normal Moore space is also a hereditary property since normal Moore 
spaces are perfectly normal. So if yN = (N u w,, T) is not Ts, then there is a club C 
such that N u o, - C is not Ts by Lemma 2.6, and then it is nonnormal as well. 
Therefore: 
Corollary 2.7. If 95’ is a base for the club Jilter on o, , and X is a version of -ykJ in 
whichRJu(w,-B) isnormalforallB~~, thenXisT,. 
An alert reader may begin here to guess how Axiom 2 will fit into our strategy 
in Section 4, along with: 
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a locally compact Moore space of cardinality <p. The following 
are equivalent. 
(i) X is normal. 
(ii) There is a coarser separable metrizable topology on X. 
(iii) There is a point-separating, countable clopen cover of X. 
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Proof. The MA proof of Theorem 1 in [l] works for any X of cardinality K, assuming 
MA, for u-centered posets (which is equivalent [7] to K Cp), because the poset 
used in it is shown to be a-centered. This establishes the equivalence of(i) and (ii). 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is elementary: X is of cardinality <c so a coarser 
separable metrizable (hence Tychonoff) topology on X has a countable base of 
clopen sets; conversely the algebra of subsets of X generated by a point-separating 
clopen cover is a base for a second countable regular topology on X. I7 
Now if C is a club subset of w,, then there is a countable point-separating 
relatively clopen cover of w, - C, as in any strongly zero-dimensional metrizable 
space X of cardinality SC: there is a base which is the union of countably many 
partitions into SC clopen sets, and for each partition there is a continuous fn : X + 
lR\Q such that f Z{r> is a member of the partition for each rE ran fn. If 93 is a 
countable base for the topology on W\O, and B3, = {f :B: B E 93}, then U {a,,: n E IV} 
is a point-separating clopen cover of X. 
It follows that, if p > K,, then normality of rN\C only needs to be witnessed in 
countably many (well-chosen!) instances. Let 93 be a countable, point-separating 
closed cover of w,\C, each member of which is open in the relative topology. If, 
for each BE 3, we can find disjoint open sets U, and V, of $J\C (equivalently, 
of yFU) containing B and (w,\C)\B respectively, then { U, : B E 93} u { V, : B E 93) u 
{{n}: n E N} is a countable point-separating relatively clopen cover of -yN\ C. Con- 
versely, if such U, and V, do not exist for some B E %‘, then @\C is not normal, 
and yN is not Ts. 
Even with all these simplifications, the building of a T, -yN involves at least Kz 
tasks, while the cardinality of -yN is only K, , and so is its weight. The construction 
in Section 4 gets around this difficulty by first constructing a topology on N u w, 
which is generally not first countable, perhaps throwing in as many base elements 
as the least cardinality of a base for the club filter on w, . Then Axiom 2 is used to 
refine this topology to a yN topology. 
These simplifications also help if we desire to show a given yN is not T,. There 
is a slick application of elementary submodels which, in principle, produces a club 
C such that (RJ u w, - C, T) is not normal if (N u w, , T) is a version of yN that is 
not Ts. Let (N, : a < w,) be an E -chain of countable elementary submodels of H( 0) 
for large enough 19 (for definitions and some clue as to how large “large enough” 
is, see [6] or [8], where “Nyikos” should read “Nyikos”) such that TE No and 
hence TE N, for all (Y. (“Hence” follows from the fact [6, 1.10; 8, 1.61 that if 
N is a countable elementary submodel of H(0) for uncountable regular 0, then 
M c N for all countable M E N.) Then (Nm n w , : a <w,) is a strictly ascending 
sequence of initial segments of w, . If -yN is not T,, then, by elementarity and the 
observation preceding Corollary 2.7, there is a club C E No (whence C E N, for 
all a) such that N u w, - C is not normal. Again by elementarity, C n TV, is an 
unbounded subset of N, n w, and so its supremum is in C. Thus the closure in w, 
of {sup( N, n wi): (Y <w,} is a club C’ c C, and again we apply the observation 
preceding Corollary 2.7 to conclude that N u w, - C’ is not normal. 
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Note that the definition of the N,, and hence of C’ has nothing to do with whether 
our version of -yN is T5 or not. So by the comments three paragraphs prior to this 
one, the determination of whether it is T5 or not now reduces to that of whether 
we can separate countably many relatively clopen subsets of w, - C’ from their 
complements in w, - C’. 
3. Proof of the Reduction Theorem 
Our construction of a T5 $4 from the other hypotheses of the Reduction Theorem 
uses an X as in: 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a space with a countable dense subset D such that X-D is 
homeomorphic to w, . Zf X is T5, then so is any finer topology in which the points of 
D are isolated and in which the relative topology on the copy of w, is the same. 
Proof. Let TV denote the original topology and r’ the refinement, and let T denote 
the topology in which we add all singleton subsets of D to TV. Since (X, T,,) is Ts, 
any two subsets A and B of w, such that An B = @= A n B can be put into disjoint 
open sets, viz. there exist disjoint open U, V such that AC U, Bc V. It is easy to 
see that this is equivalent to (X, r) and also to (X, r’) being T5, the relative topology 
on w, being the same in all three topologies. For the same reason, it makes no 
difference which topology the overhead bars are taken to represent closure in. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Zf D is dense in a countably compact T5 space X and p E X is the limit 
of a sequence from X\(p), then p is also the limit of a sequence from D. 
Proof. Let (p,) converge to p from X\{p}. For each n let V, be an open neighbor- 
hood of p,, whose closure misses p, and such that the closures of the distinct V, are 
disjoint. Let A = cl(lJ, V,)\un V,,. Then { pn : n E w} and A -{p} are disjoint closed 
subsets of X -{p} and so there are disjoint U, W in X such that { pn : n E w} c U 
and A -{p}c W. Now if x, E D n U n V,,, then any cluster point of (x,) is in A 
and so can only be p. Therefore, (x,) + p. 0 
ASIDE. The hypothesis on X can be considerably weakened: it is enough to 
assume that X is pseudocompact and satisfies Property WD hereditarily. A space 
Y is said to satisfy Property WD if for every infinite closed discrete subspace C of 
Y, there is a discrete collection { U ,, : n E w} of open subsets of Y such that U, n U,,, = 
0 if m f n and each U,, meets C in exactly one point. A pair of well-known easy 
facts is that every normal space satisfies Property wD, and that every pseudocompact 
space satisfying WD is countably compact. 
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Main Lemma 3.3. Part I. Let X be a countably compact T, space with a countable 
dense subset and a copy W of w, , Then there is a finer topology on a subspace of X 
that makes it a Ts yN. 
A proof will be given at the end of this section. 
Given a surjective map IJ?: X + Y, we call a subset A of X saturated if, for all 
YE Y, I,!-‘(y)nA is either empty or is all of $-l(y). A characteristic of quotient 
maps is that the images of saturated open (respectively closed) sets are open 
(respectively closed). 
Lemma 3.4. Let Cc, :X + Y be a quotient map such that r,!-‘(y) is closed for each y E Y, 
and such that {YE Y: (I,!J-‘(y)l> 1) is contained in a closed T, subspace F of Y. If X 
is Ts , so is Y. 
Proof. Points of Y are closed, so Y is T,. If A and B are subsets of Y such that 
x n B = 0 = A n B, then by continuity of $, we also have I+!-‘A n I,!-‘B = 0 = I+/-‘A n 
c,K’B. Let G and H be disjoint relatively open subsets of F containing An F and 
B n F respectively, and missing fi and A respectively. Then G u A n (H u B) = 0 = 
(G u A) n H L.J B. Let U and V be disjoint open subsets of X, with U containing 
t,-‘(GuA) and missing I+!-‘( F\G), and V containing $-‘( H u B) and missing 
I+-‘( F\ H). Then U and V are saturated, so their images under 51, are disjoint open 
sets containing A and B respectively. 0 
For the convenience of the reader, we will now rephrase the Reduction Theorem 
by replacing each statement by its negation: 
Reduction Theorem 3.5. The following are equivalent. 
(i) There is a separable, T,, compact space of uncountable tightness. 
(ii) There is a separable, T5, countably compact space with an uncountable free 
sequence. 
(iii) There is a separable, T,, countably compact space with a copy of w, . 
(iv) There is a T5 yN. 
Proof. (iii) iff (ii): If (iii) holds, then the successor ordinals of wr constitute a free 
sequence. Conversely, if (ii) holds, let X be a space as described, with a free 
sequence (xa . a <co,) whose closure W we may assume to be disjoint from some 
countable dense subspace of X. 
The function f: W+ w, + 1 taking cl{xp : p < (-u}\IJ~<~ cl{x, : y < p} to (Y is con- 
tinuous because the freeness of the sequence routinely implies that the inverse image 
of every subbasic clopen ray is clopen. It is also a quotient map. For one thing, its 
restriction to the preimage of w, is a closed map by countable compactness of W, 
which also insures that the preimage of each countable ordinal is nonempty. Also, 
if U is an open subset of W containing f +{w,}, then U meets uncountably many 
point-inverses, and the normality and countable compactness of W implies U meets 
the point-inverses over a club set. So if U is saturated, then the countable compact- 
ness of its complement in W causes U to contain a set of the form fC(a, w,]. 
The quotient space of X obtained by identifying each nonempty point-inverse to 
a point is countably compact, separable, and contains a copy of w,. It is also T, 
by Lemma 3.4, because the image of W is a closed copy of either w, or w, + 1. 
(iii) + (iv): By Lemma 3.3. 
(i) + (ii): By the proof of Theorem B in Section 1. 
Finally, if (iv) holds, then in the one-point compactification of a counterexample, 
the subspace corresponding to the successor ordinals is a free sequence. Since the 
property of being T5 is not destroyed by the addition of single points, (i) holds. 0 
Proof of Main Lemma. Part I. Identify N with a countable dense subspace 
of X and w, with the set of all nonisolated points in the relative topology of 
W\sup(N n W). We let 7 be the topology on N u w, obtained by adding all singletons 
of N to the relative topology. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, there are sequences in N, 
o6 + 5 for each 5 < w, . Let De be the range of o< for all nonlimit 5. 
-We use the DC as building-blocks for an w,-tower (A,, : LY < w,) as in the recipe 
for yN. We let A,, = Do, and if A,, has been defined we let A,,+, = A, u D,+, . When 
we are done, this will make the topology 7’ associated with the tower finer than T 
at nonlimit ordinals. 
If y is a limit ordinal, we assume that A, has been defined for all p < y so that 
every T-neighborhood of p contains a set of the form (A,\A,,) u (a, p] - {i E N: i < n} 
for some (Y <p and n EN. Let Y,~ 7 y, with yO=O, and each y,, a successor ordinal 
fornE~.Foreachn~wletV,beaT-nbhdofysuchthatV,nw,=[y,,y]=V,nw,. 
(By Lemma 3.1, r is regular.) Have V,,,, c V,, for all n. In the topology T’]N u [0, y) 
determined by the A,, /3 < y, let c‘,, be a compact open set meeting w, in [y,,, y,,+,) 
and satisfying C,, c V,, C,, n V,,,, = B for all n E w. 
Define disjoint sets W,, that are open in the original topology 7” on X and satisfy 
C, c W,, and IV,, n (N u w,) c V,, for all n. Let A be the r,,-boundary of lJz=, W,,. 
Then [0, y) and A -{y} are disjoint closed sets in (X -{y}, 7”) and so there are 
disjoint To-open sets V and W in X so that [0, y) c V and A -{ y}c W. Let 
A,=U;=, C,,n VnN. 
Claim 1. A, C* A, for all p < y. 
Indeed, we need only pick n so that /3 < y,, ; then 
The first almost containment follows from r’-compactness of A, u [0, p]. The second 
follows from r-compactness of each C,,, and r-discreteness of each C, nN and 
T-OpenneSS Of i! 
Claim 2. Every T-neighborhood of y contains a set of the form 
(A,\A,)u(P, y]-{DEN: i(k). 
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Once this is proven, it follows that the $&topology 7’ associated with (A,, : a < CO,) 
is finer than 7, and the Ts property follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Claim 2. From the proof of Claim 1, it is clear that 
A,, E” IJ C,nN E*A,,+, for all nE w. 
m=O 
So Claim 2 is equivalent to saying that every T-neighborhood of y contains a set 
of the form 
If this were to fail, then there would be a r-open nbhd G of y and a sequence of 
j, EN such that j,, E (Uy=, Ci n V)\G. But since C, c U, and the U, are disjoint, at 
most finitely many j, can be in any given U,. This implies (j,), has a To-cluster 
point in A -{y}, contradicting the choice of V and W. El 
4. The Axiom 2 construction of a yN that is Ts 
Begin by listing a base of cardinality K <b for the club filter on w, , (C, : (Y < K, a 
is of the form /3 + w), assuming Axiom 2, such that each C, consists only of limit 
ordinals. 
We adopt the following expression [32]: 
Definition 4.1. A space is q-like if it is locally compact, Hausdorff, has a countable 
dense set of isolated points, and the nonisolated points form a (closed) discrete 
subspace. 
The existence of an uncountable normal V-like space is one of the many 
equivalents of q > w, [16; 28, p. 211. 
Let X be a normal W-like space of cardinality K,, identifying its set of isolated 
points with N and its nonisolated points with the nonlimit ordinals in w, For each 
nonlimit ordinal 5 let De be the trace on N of a compact open neighborhood of 5 
in which 5 is the only nonisolated point. Using b> w, as in Example 2.4, embed X 
in a version of YIN, with topology T”. We will define a finer topology r with a base 
of cardinality SK, taking care to leave N dense in the whole space and to keep the 
relative topology on w, the order topology throughout. We will give each Nu 
(w, - C,) a countable point-separating cover by sets which are clopen in the relative 
topology from 7. We will then show: 
Main Lemma. Part II. If 7 is a regular topology on N u W, , with 71 w, the usual 
topology and N a dense set of isolated points, then there is a finer yN topology on 
N u w, if either: 
(A) r has character <p; or 
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(B) T has character <b, and each nonlimit ordinal has a sequencefrom N converging 
to it. 
Now T is regular (see Lemma 4.2 below). In the finer topology T’ given by the 
Main Lemma, N u (w, - C,,) is a locally compact (because open) subspace, and a 
normal Moore space by Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.8. Hereditary normality of 
(N u w,, T’) follows from Corollary 2.7. 
Construction of T. If p is 0 or a limit ordinal, let C = Cp+, and let {Bptn : n EN} 
be a point-separating collection of subsets of w, - C which are clopen in the relative 
topology. 
Fix i. Let 3 ={D,: [E Xn BP+,}, and 9={D,: 5~ X\B,+i\N}. Then 93319, and 
by normality of X there is a subset Efi +, of N such that B c * Ep+z for all B E 93 and 
D n E,+, is finite for all DE 9. 
Let T be the topology whose subbase is the union of 7” with the collection of all 
&+, u E,,, and their complements in Nu (w, - C p+,). Of course, T is of character 
<K (6. 
The relative clopenness of B,,, in w, - C insures that the relative topology on 
w, is the usual topology. Also, no element of W, is isolated; in fact, DC has 5 in its 
closure. Regularity of T follows from: 
Lemma 4.2. If T” and T are topologies on N u w, such that both relative topologies on 
w, are the usual topology, and points of N are isolated in T”,, and T is jiner than rO, 
and rO is regular, then T is regular also. 
Proof. There is a base for T consisting of singletons in N and sets meeting w, in 
some interval ({, y]. Since (i, y] is compact, there are disjoint To-open sets U and 
V such that (5, y] c U and w, - (5, y] c V. Then U is r,,-closed and so is any subset 
of U containing (& y]. So, in fact, T has a base consisting of sets which are r,-closed 
and T-open. 0 
Proof of Main Lemma. Part II. There are sequences in N, a( + 5 for each nonlimit 
5 < w, ; in case (A), this easily follows from the usual definition of p: the traces on 
N of the members of a local base at 5 are a filterbase of infinite sets. Thus (A) 
implies (B) and from now on we will work directly with (B). Let D, be the range 
of a, for each nonlimit ordinal 4. 
As in the Part I case (Lemma 3.3), we build an w,-tower (A, : a <co,), letting 
A,=D,,andA,+,=A,,uD,,+, for all (Y > 0. If y is a limit ordinal, we again assume 
that A, has been defined for all p < y so that every r-neighborhood of p contains 
a set of the form (A,\A,,)u(a,p]-{iEN: i<n} for some Q<P and HEN. Let 
yn 7 y, with y0 = 0, and each y,, a successor ordinal for n EN. For each n E w let 
V,, be a T-nbhd of y such that V, n w, = [ y,,, y] = v,, n w, . (Use regularity as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2), and have V,,,, c V, for all n. In the topology T’ determined 
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by the A,, /3 < -y, let C,, be a compact open set meeting w, in [a,, LY,,,) and satisfying 
C,,cV,,C,nV,+,=P)forall nEw. 
Let {U, : 5 < K} (K <b) be a local r-base at y, such that U, n w, = [&, y] = uE n w, 
for some n = n(..$), and such that U, c VncFj. Since C, is compact in the finer 
topology r’, it is also r-compact and so C,\ U, is finite whenever m 2 n(t). 
ForeachI:<K,definef,:N+NsothatC,,,\{l,I..,f~(m)}c U,ifm~~(~)&m)= 
0 otherwise. 
By the standard definition of 6, there exists a function f :N+N such that fE <*f 
for all &< K. 
Let A, = UZ=, (C,\{O,. . . ,f (m)}) nN. 
Claim 1. A, ~*A,forallj3< y. 
As in Lemma 3.3, if p < y,,, then 
A, 5” lj C,nN c*Ay. 
Wl=” 
The first almost containment follows from r’-compactness of A, u [0, p]. The second 
is clear. 
As in Lemma 3.3, the result follows from Claim 2, which in turn is equivalent to 
saying that every r-neighborhood of y contains a set of the form 
Now, given a r-basic open U,, pick m an([) so thatf,(i)<f(i) for all izm. Then 
C,\{ 1, . . . ,f (i))c C,\{l, . . . ,fc(i)>c U, 
for all i 2 m, whence the only points of A,\A,,, that are outside U, must occur in 
mGr C.\(*, . . . , f (i)}. 
,=O 
Sowecanletn=m-landk=l. 0 
We have actually proven: 
Theorem 4.3. If Axiom 2 holds, then every normal W-like space of cardinality K, can 
berealizedasNu{Lu+l:a~w,} ina Ts yN. 
The following theorem may also be of interest. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf Axiom 2 holds, then every yN admits a finer T, yN topology in which 
the relative topology on w, is the usual topology. 
Proof. Let TV denote the topology on the first yN, and let 2 denote the set of 
nonlimit ordinals. It is enough to show that the subspace X = N u Z admits a finer 
normal topology with the same set of nonisolated points, because then the construc- 
tion above produces the desired refinement. 
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The finer topology on X will be produced in w + 1 steps. The first w steps will 
be reminiscent of the passage from 70 to r in the earlier construction, while the final 
step is essentially the proof of the Main Lemma, Part IT, but requiring only ZFC 
because the topology we are refining is first countable. 
Let { Bj : i E N} be a countable point-separating collection of subsets of Z. Starting 
with r,,, we define successively finer first countable topologies 7i on X, making sure 
no point of Z becomes isolated. 
For the definition, we use the characterization of p given in: 
Lemma 4.5 (“Solovay’s lemma”). Ifa and 9 are collections of infinite subsets of N 
such that 93~9 and 193 u 91~ p, then there is an infinite subset E of N such that 
B G * E for all B E 93 and D\ E is injnite for all D E 9. 
The proof of Solovay’s lemma, with c in place of p, appears in [28, p. 201 under 
the assumption of MA. However, the poset used is o-centered, and only 1%‘~ 91 
dense sets need to be met, so the result follows from Bell’s characterization of p. 
If ri-, has been defined, and { E Z, let u< be a sequence converging to 5 from 
N in 7,_, . Let 93 = {ran o< : 5 E Z n Bi}, and let 9 = {ran ui : l E Z\Bj}. Let E be 
as in Lemma 4.5. Let 7, be the topology whose subbase is the union of r,-, with 
{Bi u E, (Z\BO u (N\E)). 
It is easy to see that the relative topology on w, is the usual topology, and that 
no element of w, is isolated: if 5~ Z, then every neighborhood of 5 contains a 
cofinite subset of either ran a< or ran ui - E, depending on whether 5 E B, or not. 
Once ~~ has been defined for all i E N, we let r be the common refinement of these 
topologies. Now by first countability of T, there is a sequence sg converging from 
N to 5 for each 5 E Z. Let a local base in 7’ at 5 consist of all sets of the form 
it] u (ran ~\{l, . . . , n}), while points of N are isolated. Then T’ is finer than T, and 
normality of (X, T') follows from Lemma 2.8 and p > w, . 0 
We have essentially proven also: 
Corollary 4.6. Every q-like space of cardinality <p admits a finer normal q-like 
topology with the same nonisolated points. 
5. More problems about separable, hereditarily normal spaces 
The Main Lemma allows us to easily add several more equivalent statements to 
the Reduction Theorem. One is (v) of the Introduction, the negation of (ii) in: 
Theorem 5.1. Among the following statements, (i) and (ii) are equivalent, as are (iii) 
and (iv). Also, (iii) and (iv) imply p> w,, under which axiom all four are equivalent. 
(i) There is a T, yN. 
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(ii) There is a separable T5 space of character <p which contains a copy of w,. 
(iii) There is a locally compact separable T5 space of cardinality <p which contains 
a copy of w,. 
(iv) There is a locally compact separable T, space of cardinality <p which contains 
a perfect preimage of w, . 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): A Ts yN satisfies the properties listed in (ii); in particular, 
it is first countable. 
If we add to (i) the hypothesis p > w,, we also have /yI+J <p, so we obtain (iv). 
(iv) implies (ii), because character s cardinality in locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces. Of course, (iv) implies p > w, . 
(iii) iff (iv): For the nontrivial implication, let X be as in (iv). Let f : W+ w, be 
a perfect map, with W a subspace of X. Let Y = X\( 6’\ W) and let 2 be the 
quotient space of Y obtained by identifying each point-inverse to a point. Then 2 
is a T5 space by Lemma 3.4. 
Finally, we show that (ii) implies (i). By transferring an initial segment to the 
countable dense subspace if necessary, we may assume it to be disjoint from 
the copy of w, in the latter space, identifying the copy with o, and the countable 
dense subspace with N. Let X = RJ v W, . Let r be the topology obtained by adding 
{{n}: n E N}, and now use the Main Lemma, Part II to produce a finer topology 7’ 
making X a yN. By Lemma 3.1, X is Ts . 0 
Problem 3. If there is a Ts yN, is p > w,? 
In other words, are all four statements in Theorem 5.1 actually equivalent? 
Problem 4. Is it consistent that there is a countably compact T5 yN? 
There is a countably compact ylV iff p = w, , cf. [24], so an affirmative solution 
to Problem 4 implies a negative one to Problem 3. 
Corollary 5.2. Zf MA(w,), the following are equivalent. 
(i) No version of yN is T5. 
(ii) Every locally compact, T,, separable, first countable space of cardinality K, is 
a Moore space. 
Proof. l(ii) implies l(i): Under MA(w,), every locally compact first countable 
space of cardinality K, is either a Moore space or contains a perfect preimage of 
w, [3]. Apply Theorem 5.1, noting that MA(w,) implies p> w,. 
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l(i) implies l(ii): yN is not a Moore space since it contains a countably compact 
noncompact subspace. But a T5 $4 satisfies all the other conditions of (ii). 0 
Thus Corollary 5.2(ii) holds under PFA. 
Note that Corollary 5.2(ii) implies no Dowker space can be simultaneously locally 
compact, T,, separable, first countable, and of cardinality K, . This consequence of 
PFA sounds almost comical, it is so specialized, but we really have very few 
consistency results saying such-and-such a Dowker space is impossible. 
Problem 5. Is there a ZFC example of a separable, T,, locally compact space of 
cardinality K, ? 
Of course, CH is equivalent to [w being such a space. In a forthcoming note we 
will show that if there is a space as in Problem 5, there is one that is locally countable, 
hence (by local compactness) first countable and scattered. A negative answer to 
Problem 5 could not come from a model of MA(w,) or even q > w, , because of the 
W-like space mentioned after Definition 4.1. 
The forthcoming note will also show that if q = o,, Problem 5 is equivalent to 
the existence of a locally compact, locally countable, T5 S-space (hence one of 
cardinality K,). Of course, Corollary 5.2(ii) rules out the existence of such S-spaces; 
so, if we could show it is compatible with q = wr , we would have a negative answer 
to Problem 5. 
6. A question of character 
Here is one last addition to the Reduction Theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. There is a T5 yN if and only if there is a T5 space of character <b with 
a countable dense subset D and a copy W of w1 such that uncountably many points 
of W have sequences from D converging to them. 
Proof. Let A be the set of all points in W which are not in D but do have sequences 
from D converging to them, and let C be the closure of A in W. Of course, C is 
a copy of w,. Identify C with w, (so that every nonlimit ordinal is identified with 
an element of A) and D with N. Let r be the topology obtained on Nu w, by 
isolating the points of N. As in Theorem 5.1, we use the Main Lemma, Part II to 
produce a finer yN and Lemma 3.1 to conclude that it is T,. 0 
Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 again raise the question of how weak or strong the assump- 
tion is that there is a Ts yN. An interesting fact is that if “character < p” is omitted 
in Theorem 5.l(iv), then one obtains an axiom equivalent to 2H~ = 2Kl: 
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Theorem 6.2. The following axioms are equivalent. 
(i) 2% = 2”1. 
(ii) There is a separable (hereditarily) normal space in which the nonisolated points 
form a closed discrete subspace of cardinality K, . 
(iii) There is a separable T, space which contains a copy of w,. 
Proof. (i) if and only if (ii): see [17]. 
(ii) + (iii): Let (X, r) be as in (ii). Identify the nonisolated points with the nonlimit 
ordinals and the (countable dense) set of isolated points with N. Declare a subset 
A of N u w, to be open if and only if for each y E A: 
(1) if y E X, then A is a r-nbhd of y; 
(2) if y E wl\X, then there exists p < y such that (p, y] = A. 
It is easy to show that Nu w, with this topology is T,: if Y is a subspace, and F 
and K are disjoint relatively closed subsets of Y, then we first put F n w, and K n w, 
in disjoint relatively open subsets G and H of Y n w,, then find disjoint r-open 
subsets U and V of X containing X n G and X n H respectively; then ( U v G) n Y 
and (Vu H) n Y are disjoint open subsets of Y containing F and K respectively. 
(iii)-+(i): See Theorem A, Section 1. 0 
Similarly, removing the “character <b” restriction from Theorem 6.1 gives: 
Theorem 6.3. The following axioms are equivalent. 
6) q>c+. 
(ii) There is a normal q-like space of cardinality N, . 
(iii) There is a T5 space with a countable dense subset D and a copy W of w, such 
that uncountably many points of W have sequences from D converging to them. 
Proof. (i) is equivalent to (ii): See comment following Definition 4.1. 
(ii) + (iii): With X as the F-like space, follow the construction in Theorem 6.2. 
In the resulting topology on N u w, , there is a sequence converging to each nonlimit 
ordinal by local compactness and local countability of X. 
(iii)+ (ii): Define a topology on Nu w, as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, and let 
X be the union of N with the nonlimit ordinals. Let 7’ be the topology on X whose 
subbase is the union of 7 with sets Dt- where 5 is a nonlimit ordinal and DE is the 
range of a sequence from N converging to 5. Then (X, 7’) witnesses (ii). 0 
Similarly, if we remove “locally compact” from Theorem S.l(iii) or Theorem 
5.l(iv), then we obtain a statement which obviously implies p > w, and is, in fact, 
equivalent to it: p > 0, implies q > w, and hence 2tz~l= 2K~, so we can use either 
Theorem 6.2 or 6.3. 
Already before VeliEkoviC’s result, these results suggested that q > w, is a long 
way from being equivalent to the existence of a T5 yN. The character of the space 
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constructed in (ii) + (iii) of Theorem 6.3 is easily shown to equal b, the least 
cardinality of a cofinal family of functions from N to N, and it was hard to see how 
it might be lowered without recourse to stronger axioms. 
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